BIOAGTIVE LAWNCARE

EMISSIONS TECHNOLOGY

ABOUT US

The Bio-Agtive Method
recycles any internal
combustion engine
emissions into plant
nutrients and vital
nanocarbons. This is
done by cooling the
exhaust down through
the Bio-Agtive System.
The system is designed
to capture, cool,
condition and inject your
emissions safely into the
soil and lawn with no
restrictions on the
motor. NC Quest has
been working and
developing the
nanocarbon Bio-Agtive
System since 2005 on
Agriculture farms
worldwide. Visit our
website to learn more!

CONTACT US

N/C Quest Pty Ltd
31 Hauteville Terrace,
Eastwood SA 5063
Calvin Lewis - Director
0447932404
calvin@bioagtive.com
www.bioagtive.com

To learn more about "Your Own
Fertilizer" visit our YouTube
Channel

www.youtube.com/bioagtive

Nano carbons that come out of
your engine empowers a plant to
use a wider spectrum of the sun's
energy to feed your soils microbial
life. The microbial life then feed
back to your lawn essential
nutrients, removing your need to
fertilize. Nano carbons promote
natural biological cycle making a
healthy, environmentally
responsible green lawn.
#belawngreen
"Be Lawn Green" Youtube

www.youtube.com/bioagtive

We retro fit to mostly anything!

BIOAGTIVE LAWN KITS

Nitrate nitrogen is captured inside
the tank and is fumed onto the
lawn as you mow, promoting a
green growth and healthy
recovery. Since we are using a
healthy nitrogen source, the risk
of lawn burn from fertilizer
applications are reduced and
water usage efficiency is
increased.

#BELAWNGREEN

YOUR OWN FERTILIZER

The equipment is engineered to
assimilate nano-particles such as
nano-carbons, nitrogen, minerals
and oxidized organic matter from
your exhaust. The latest discovery
on nano-carbon is its ability to
enable your lawn to
photosynthesis more efficiently.

Extracting the emissions from
your combustion engines is
valuable because it can be used as
plant food for you lawn. Exhaust
contains main trace elements
such as zinc, copper, magnesium,
sulfur and other essentials.

Bioagtive Lawncare products can
be custom retrofitted to all types
of mowers/engines such as push
mowers, ride on mowers to zero
turn mowers.

Kits Available for these brands;
All
All
All
All
All
All

John Deere
Hustler
Cox Mowers
Toro
Husqvarna
Kubota

Kits Available for these types;
Zero Turn Mower
Ride on Mower
40HP Garden Tractors
Push Mower
Pumps and Generators

